
 

UFOs: How astronomers are searching the
sky for alien probes near Earth
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A still from footage showing Unidentified Aerial Phenomena. Credit: US
Department of Defense/US Navy

There has been increased interest in unidentified flying objects (UFOs)
ever since the Pentagon's 2021 report revealed what appears to be
anomalous objects in US airspace, dubbed unidentified aerial
phenomena (UAP). Fast forward to 2023, and Nasa has already formed a
panel to investigate the reports and appointed a director for UAP
research.
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https://www.dni.gov/files/ODNI/documents/assessments/Prelimary-Assessment-UAP-20210625.pdf
https://www.nasa.gov/news-release/update-nasa-shares-uap-independent-study-report-names-director/
https://www.nasa.gov/news-release/update-nasa-shares-uap-independent-study-report-names-director/
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/09/14/science/nasa-ufo-uap-report.html


 

A newly founded Pentagon desk has also released footage of mysterious
metallic orbs. What is perhaps most remarkable is that David Grusch, a
former intelligence officer, testified under oath before the US Congress,
stating that he had interviewed around 40 people involved in secret
programs dealing with crashed UFOs.

I am interested in searching the sky for alien, physical objects which
may one day tell us whether we are alone in the galaxy. Consider this:
within our own Milky Way galaxy, there are 40 billion Earth-sized,
potentially habitable planets.

Human ingenuity has enabled us to engineer and launch probes like
Voyager and Pioneer, capable of reaching the closest stars. We've
initiated efforts such as the Breakthrough Starshot program which aims
to reach nearby star Alpha Centauri in just a few decades by exploring
innovative propulsion methods. Sending a probe may be more
economical than sending out radio or laser communication if there is no
need to hurry.

If humans can send a probe to another star, why couldn't another
civilization send a probe to our solar system? Such a probe could make it
to the main asteroid belt and lurk on an asteroid.

Or, it could make its way to the Earth, entering our atmosphere. If
observed, it would be branded as a "UFO." A civilization capable of
producing and sending probes could dispatch millions of them on
exploratory missions throughout our galaxy.

Some may argue that such probes could only exist if they adhere to the
laws of physics and engineering as we understand them today. However,
humanity is a relatively young civilization, and our knowledge is
constantly evolving.
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https://www.aaro.mil/
https://globalnews.ca/news/9746110/metallic-flying-orbs-nasa-pentagon-panel-ufos-uaps/
https://globalnews.ca/news/9746110/metallic-flying-orbs-nasa-pentagon-panel-ufos-uaps/
https://thedebrief.org/intelligence-officials-say-u-s-has-retrieved-non-human-craft/
https://thedebrief.org/intelligence-officials-say-u-s-has-retrieved-non-human-craft/
https://phys.org/tags/physical+objects/
https://breakthroughinitiatives.org/initiative/3
https://www.nature.com/articles/nature02884
https://www.nature.com/articles/nature02884
https://phys.org/tags/probe/
https://arxiv.org/abs/1808.07024
https://earthsky.org/space/alien-lurker-probes-co-orbital-asteroids-earth/


 

While humans have dreamt of flying for millennia as we gazed at the
skies, it has only been 120 years since the Wright brothers achieved the
first powered flight. That's about as long ago as Albert Einstein
published his theory of special relativity.

Is it really so difficult to imagine that a civilization that is hundreds of
thousands years older than ours might have learned more about the laws
of physics or developed a few more engineering tricks?

If a civilization were to evolve into artificial intelligence (AI), it might
survive for millions of years. This could mean it would casually regard
slow to a neighboring star as nothing more than a leisurely stroll.

That said, few astronomers felt impressed by the US Navy videos or
government reports. We need significantly better evidence and data than
what has been presented so far.
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https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7514271/
https://phys.org/tags/artificial+intelligence/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rO_M0hLlJ-Q


 

  

The three disappearing stars. Fig 2 in paper. Credit: Solano et al. (2023), https://a
cademic.oup.com/mnras/advance-article/doi/10.1093/mnras/stad3422/7457759,
CC BY

 Unveiling UFOs
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How can we test whether there are extra terrestrial probes near Earth,
and whether they can be tied to the possible UFO phenomenon? There
are many options. Analyzing materials from potentially crashed UFOs
could give irrefutable proof. This would require state-of-the-art
techniques to determine if these wrecks exhibit exotic or distinctly
different characteristics of manufacture.

Obtaining such exotic samples, if they indeed exist, may prove
challenging—they are rumored to be in the hands of private companies.
But newly proposed legislation might offer a solution to that problem in
United States by mandating that all artificial materials from any non-
human intelligence be surrendered to the US government.

In the projects I lead, we are searching for artificial non-human objects
by looking for short light flashes in the night sky. Short flashes typically
occur when a flat, highly reflective surface—such as a mirror or
glass—reflects sunlight. It could, however, also result from an artificial
object emitting its own internal light.

Such short light flashes sometimes repeat and follow a straight line as the
object tumbles in space during its orbit around the Earth. This is why
satellites often appear as repeating light flashes in images.

Historical photographic plates taken before the launch of Sputnik 1 in
1957 have revealed the presence of nine light sources (transients) that
appear and vanish within an hour in a small image, defying astronomical
explanations. In some cases, the transient light sources are even aligned,
just like when short flashes come from moving objects.

The most recent finding of this kind shows three bright stars in an image
dated July 19, 1952 (coincidentally, the same time as the famous 
Washington UFO flyovers). The three stars were never seen again.
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https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0376042121000907?fr=RR-2&ref=pdf_download&rr=8303a873ba1235b9
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0376042121000907?fr=RR-2&ref=pdf_download&rr=8303a873ba1235b9
https://nypost.com/2021/04/30/former-sen-harry-reid-thinks-lockheed-martin-may-have-ufo-fragments/
https://www.democrats.senate.gov/newsroom/press-releases/schumer-rounds-introduce-new-legislation-to-declassify-government-records-related-to-unidentified-anomalous-phenomena-and-ufos_modeled-after-jfk-assassination-records-collection-act--as-an-amendment-to-ndaa
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0094576522000480
https://phys.org/tags/reflective+surface/
https://earthsky.org/space/9-weird-transients-palomar-observatory-1950/
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-021-92162-7
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-021-92162-7
https://arxiv.org/abs/2204.06091
https://www.universetoday.com/163820/in-1952-a-group-of-three-stars-vanished-astronomers-still-cant-find-them/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1952_Washington,_D.C.,_UFO_incident


 

Searching for alien probes in the modern night sky presents a serious but
necessary challenge. A new research program, known as ExoProbe,
searches for short light flashes from potential alien objects with the help
of multiple telescopes.

To verify the authenticity of each flash, it must be observed in at least
two different telescopes. Since these telescopes are separated by
hundreds of kilometers, any light flash caused by an object within the
inner solar system enables the measurement of parallax—the apparent
shift in the position of an object as seen from two different points—and
the calculation of the distance to the object.

The ExoProbe project also uses its own methods to filter out light
flashes from the millions of space debris fragments and thousands of
satellites cluttering the sky. By adding a telescope taking real-time
spectra (the wavelength distributions of the light) of the objects in a
wide field, you can analyze the transients before they vanish into
nothingness.

Finally, increasing the number of telescopes further enhances accuracy
in measuring parallax and determining the actual three dimensional
location of the object. Ultimately, the goal is to identify any potential
alien object and bring it back to Earth for further study.

Some 60 years of searches for extraterrestrial civilizations in the radio
frequencies have yielded no candidates whatsoever. We find ourselves at
a moment in time when new paths must be explored. That means we can
finally focus our attention closer to home. Regardless of the outcome,
this journey is certainly an homage to our insatiable curiosity.

This article is republished from The Conversation under a Creative
Commons license. Read the original article.
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https://thedebrief.org/a-new-era-of-optical-seti-the-search-for-artificial-objects-of-non-human-origin/
https://phys.org/tags/flash/
https://phys.org/tags/light/
https://theconversation.com
https://theconversation.com/ufos-how-astronomers-are-searching-the-sky-for-alien-probes-near-earth-218658
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